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Thermoneutrality Alters Gastrointestinal Antigen Passage Patterning and Predisposes to Oral Antigen Sensitization in Mice
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Food allergy is an emerging epidemic, and the underlying mechanisms are not well defined partly due to the lack of robust adjuvant free experimental models of dietary antigen sensitization. As housing mice at thermoneutrality (Tn) - the temperature of metabolic homeostasis (26–30°C) – has been shown to improve modeling various human diseases involved in inflammation, we tested the impact of Tn housing on an experimental model of food sensitization. Here we demonstrate that WT BALB/c mice housed under standard temperature (18–20°C, Ts) conditions translocated the luminal antigens in the small intestine (SI) across the epithelium via goblet cell antigen passages (GAPs). In contrast, food allergy sensitive Il4raF709 mice housed under standard temperature conditions translocated the luminal antigens in the SI across the epithelium via secretory antigen passages (SAPs). Activation of SI antigen passages and oral challenge of Il4raF709 mice with egg allergens at standard temperature predisposed Il4raF709 mice to develop an anaphylactic reaction. Housing Il4raF709 mice at Tn altered systemic type 2 cytokine, IL-4, and the landscape of SI antigen passage patterning (villus and crypt involvement). Activation of SI antigen passages and oral challenge of Il4raF709 mice with egg allergens at standard temperature predisposed Il4raF709 mice to develop an anaphylactic reaction. Housing Il4raF709 mice at Tn altered systemic type 2 cytokine, IL-4, and the landscape of SI antigen passage patterning (villus and crypt involvement). Activation of SI antigen passages and oral challenge of Il4raF709 mice with egg allergens at standard temperature predisposed Il4raF709 mice to develop an anaphylactic reaction. Housing Il4raF709 mice at Tn altered systemic type 2 cytokine, IL-4, and the landscape of SI antigen passage patterning (villus and crypt involvement). Activation of SI antigen passages and oral challenge of Il4raF709 mice with egg allergens at standard temperature predisposed Il4raF709 mice to develop an anaphylactic reaction. Housing Il4raF709 mice at Tn altered systemic type 2 cytokine, IL-4, and the landscape of SI antigen passage patterning (villus and crypt involvement). Activation of SI antigen passages and oral challenge of Il4raF709 mice with egg allergens at standard temperature predisposed Il4raF709 mice to develop an anaphylactic reaction.
INTRODUCTION

Food allergy is an emerging epidemic (1) that is estimated to affect 32 million people in the United States (2, 3). Clinical and experimental studies have advanced our understanding of food allergy pathogenesis by revealing that food sensitization, characterized by the presence of allergen-specific IgE and CD4+ Th2 cells, is pathognomonic to disease (4). Although food sensitization can occur at various mucosal surfaces, including the skin and gastrointestinal tract (5, 6), the underlying mechanisms that drive food sensitization in humans have been elusive. This is in part due to mice resistance to becoming sensitized to allergens (environmental, aeroallergen, and foods) naturally, and the requirement of adjuvants such as aluminum hydroxide, cholera toxin, and staphylococcus enterotoxin B to break oral tolerance and induce sensitization to dietary antigens (7). Recent studies have demonstrated that oral exposure of food allergens in the absence of adjuvant to mice with enhanced IL4Ra signaling by a gain of function mutation (Il4raF709 mice) is sufficient to promote allergen-specific Th2 and IgE responses (8, 9). Subsequent studies revealed that heightened IL-4 signaling promoted repogramming of regulatory T cells to Th2 (10), enhanced the number and function of ILC2 cells (11), and activated mast cells that perpetuated the IgE-mast cell response following food allergen exposure (12). Collectively, these studies revealed a role for the hematopoietic compartment in oral food sensitization in under heightened IL-4ra signaling. However, the contribution of the non-hematopoietic compartment to food sensitization and reactivity was largely unexplored (9).

Goblet cell antigen passages (GAP) are a mechanism by which the intestinal epithelium passages luminal antigens to underlying immune cells (antigen presenting cells) to mount a tolerizing response (13). The formation of GAPs in the gastrointestinal tract facilitates the tolerenergetic environment by maintaining regulatory T cells, modulating dendritic cell function, and inducing IL-10 production by macrophages (13). Blockade of GAPs impairs oral tolerance as such that oral allergen exposure failed to prevent allergen specific T cell responses driven by the subcutaneous immunization (13). Accordingly, various signals including the microbiome, pathogens, epidermal growth factor (EGF), and carbachol (CCh) have been demonstrated to modulate antigen passage cellular patterning (intestinal epithelial cell population involvement) and landscape of antigen passages (villus to crypt involvement) to ensure the proper tolerizing response to the innocuous antigens (14–16). We recently demonstrated that under food allergic conditions the small intestine (SI) antigen passage cellular patterning and landscape were altered. In a food allergic state, antigen passages formed through goblet, enteroendocrine, and Paneth cells (termed SAPs) and were present in both the villus and crypt epithelium following dietary allergen exposure (17). Blockade of SAP formation inhibited a food-induced anaphylactic response suggesting the deviation in antigen passage cellular patterning and landscape is associated with allergic reactions toward dietary antigens. Currently, the contribution of altered antigen passage cellular patterning and landscape in the SI in driving food sensitization remains unexplored.

Recent investigations demonstrate that housing temperature robustly influences mice physiology (18). Vivariums in research facilities throughout the world maintain laboratory mice at 18-20°C (standard housing temperature, Ts). Under Ts conditions, mice are under chronic cold stress, exhibiting elevated stress hormones, including corticosterone (rodent stress hormone) and catecholamines (neurotransmitters to induce fight or flight responses through the sympathetic nervous system) (19, 20). Consequently, Ts housed mice exhibit elevated heart rate and oxygen consumption and dampened immune cell functions as an adaptation to the cold housing temperature (18). The ambient temperature for mice to maintain thermoneutrality is 26-30°C (Ts 30°C). At this temperature, mice do not activate thermogenic pathways to sustain core body temperature (18). Notably, at this ambient temperature Tn, the heightened stress hormone response, immune suppression, and the heightened metabolic rates observed in Ts housed mice are significantly reduced (18).

One of the limitations of studying human immunological disease processes in mice is that mice do not necessarily respond to immunological challenges similarly to humans. For example, mice are resistant to developing human disease conditions such as obesity (21), atherosclerosis (22), and severe non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) (23). Recent studies have revealed that the observed differences in physiological outcomes in mice are a consequence of the housing temperature at which the mice are maintained. Given the historical and recent reports of the inhibitory effects of the stress hormones on the innate and adaptive immune functions (24, 25), we examined the impact of altering the housing temperature on the intestinal immune environment and test the effects of Tn housing temperature on oral food sensitization in mice.

Herein, we show that antigen passage cellular patterning was altered in IL4raF709 mice at Ts conditions compared to WT BALB/c mice. Activation of antigen passage formation predisposed IL4raF709 mice to oral food sensitization at Ts conditions. Tn housing of IL4raF709 mice altered the antigen passage landscape and increased penetrance of food sensitization and reactivity. Tn housing of WT BALB/c mice altered the SI
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antigen passage cellular patterning (GAP to SAP) and landscape promoting passage formation from the villus to the crypt region. Activation of antigen passages and oral exposure of Tn conditioned housed IL4ra<sup>F709</sup> and WT BALB/c mice to egg antigen significantly exacerbated allergen-specific IgE and IgG1 responses and led to hypovolemic shock that coincided with the activation of mucosal mast cells following systemic and oral allergen challenge.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Animals**
BALB/c WT and IL4ra<sup>F709</sup> mice (provided from Fred D. Finkel at Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, CCHMC) were maintained and bred under standard housing conditions (T<sub>5</sub> temperature, 18-20°C). Mice were transferred to the thermoneutral housing conditions (Tn temperature, 30-33°C) after weaning and acclimated for at least two weeks prior to experimentation. We have previously demonstrated that two weeks is sufficient to decrease serum stress hormones in WT mice (23). The Tn conditions are provided by the University of Michigan Unit for Laboratory Animal Medicine within the specific pathogen-free facility as part of IACUC-approved animal protocol. The thermostat of a small room (~ 72 ft<sup>2</sup>) within the facility was set at 30°C (86°F), with a 12-hour light/dark cycle. The room is equipped with a laminar flow workstation and a Rodent Cage system to maintain the mice in the room at all times. Mouse cages are maintained in a Rodent Cage system that delivers HEPA-filtered ventilated air and is equipped with an automated water supply to individual cages providing air and water at ambient temperature. The room temperature is monitored daily to ensure the temperature is maintained between 27.7-31.1 °C (82-88 °F). Six to 10-week old mice were used for all the experiments described in the study. All animals were maintained and used as approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee at CCHMC and the University of Michigan.

**Reagents**
Food allergen, egg white powder from Jay Robb Enterprises (North Palm Beach, FL) was stored at -20°C until the time of use. Reagents used are as follows: Imaging antigen, lysine fixable dextran tetramethylrhodamine in 10,000 MW (Invitrogen), CCh, and paraformaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich). Antibodies used are as follows: wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) conjugated to Alexa 488 (Invitrogen), rat anti-mouse IgE (BD Bioscience), anti rat IgG conjugated to biotin (Vector lab), avidin conjugated to HRP (BD Bioscience), or anti-mouse IgG1 (Abcam) conjugated to HRP.

**Oral Sensitization and Measurement of Food Sensitization Parameters**
IL4ra<sup>F709</sup> mice were orally exposed to egg 23 mg in 400 μl water twice a week for two weeks. The mice were fasted for 5 hours and treated subcutaneously with either saline or CCh (3 μg/mouse in 100 μl saline) 15 minutes before oral food allergen exposure. The serum was harvested on day 14. On day 16, mice were challenged intravenously with 100 μg of egg allergen, and body temperature and hemoconcentration were measured as previously described (26). For oral food reactivity, IL4ra<sup>F709</sup> mice were exposed to the food allergens over 8 weeks with twice a week of oral allergen exposure following either saline or CCh treatment. Mice were orally challenged with egg allergen (23 mg) in 400 μl water every 2 weeks after 4 weeks of oral allergen exposure, and serum was harvested following each oral allergen challenge. WT BALB/c mice were exposed to egg 23 mg in 400 μl water twice a week for four weeks. Each oral allergen exposure was performed as described earlier. The serum was harvested on day 28. On day 30, mice were challenged intravenously with 100 μg of egg allergen, and blood was harvested, hemoconcentration were measured as previously described (26).

**Flow Cytometry and Single-Cell Preparation**
Mononuclear cells in the lamina propria (LP) from the small intestine (SI) were isolated as previously described (27). The isolated cells were stained with anti CD3 conjugated to Brilliant Violet 605, anti CD4 conjugated to Horizon V500, anti IL-25R conjugated to allophycocyanin (APC), anti GITR conjugated to FITC, anti OX40 conjugated to Pacific Blue, anti CD8 conjugated to APC-Cy7, anti c-kit conjugated to Brilliant Violet 711 and anti FceR conjugated to phycoerythrin (PE)-Cy7. Anti γ8TCR conjugated to PE, followed by counterstain with lineage markers (CD11b, CD11c, GR1, B220) conjugated with PerCP-Cy5.5. Separately the isolated cells were stained with anti B220 conjugated with APC, anti CD3 conjugated with PerCP-CY5.5, anti CD64 conjugated to Pacific Blue, anti CD11c conjugated to PE, anti CD11b conjugated to FITC, anti MHCII conjugated to APC-Cy7, and anti CD103 conjugated to PE-Cy7. Stained cells were analyzed with FACS Canto I (B.D. Bioscience) or Novocyt (ACEA Bioscience).

**RNA Extraction and Quantitative PCR Analysis**
The intestinal epithelium isolated from the mononuclear cell preparation of the lamina propria were used to extract RNA as previously described (28). 1 μg of total RNA was reverse transcribed and analyzed using SYBR green based real-time PCR with the following primer sets; IL25, ACAGGGACTTGA and paratransmethylrhodamine in 10,000 (Invitrogen), CCh, and paraformaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich). Antibodies used are as follows: wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) conjugated to Alexa 488 (Invitrogen), rat anti-mouse IgE (BD Bioscience), anti rat IgG conjugated to biotin (Vector lab), avidin conjugated to HRP (BD Bioscience), or anti-mouse IgG1 (Abcam) conjugated to HRP.

**Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA)**
Serum MCPT-1 was analyzed with a kit (eBioscience) as described by the manufacture. Allergen specific IgE and IgG1 were captured with allergens coating of the plate, and the levels were detected with rat anti-mouse IgE along with biotinylated anti rat IgG or biotinylated IgG1, detection antibodies in the presence of TMB substrate solution (B.D. Bioscience). The in vitro cytokine capture assay (IVCCA) for IL-4 was performed as previously described (29). Serum corticosterone was measured by a kit as described by the manufacture (Arbor Assays).
Histology, Immunofluorescence, and Microscopy
Harvested tissues were fixed and processed as previously described (17). Immunofluorescence images were acquired with a Zeiss Apotome, and bright-field images were captured with an Olympus BX51. Antigen passage was assessed and quantified per villus or crypts as previously described (17).

Microbiome Analysis
Stools were collected from mice housed at the standard temperature. The mice were transferred to the thermoneutral temperature to collect stools after the acclimation period. DNA was isolated from the stools, as previously described (30). DNA library was prepared and sequenced with a MiSeq instrument from Illumina at the University of Michigan. Sequence data were processed and analyzed as previously described (30). Briefly, the data was processed with mothur (v.1.42.3) and put through standardization methods for community ecology using the vegan package (version 2.5.6) in R. Operational taxonomic units (OTUs) were binned at 97% similarity, and Bacteria_unclassified and any OTUs which did not cross an abundance threshold of 0.05% in any sample were excluded from the data. PERMANOVA was used for the statistical analysis.

Statistical Analysis
Student t-test or one-way ANOVA was performed to determine statistical significance using GraphPad Prism 8 unless otherwise noted. P<0.05 is considered statistical significance unless otherwise noted.

RESULTS
Antigen Passage Cellular Patterning Is Altered in Il4raF709 Mice Under Standard Housing Conditions
Previous studies have reported that oral antigen exposure of Il4raF709 and not WT BALB/C mice induce food sensitization due to the effects of heightened IL-4rα signaling on the immune compartment (31). To determine whether the differential immunological responses to dietary antigen exposure were related to differences in antigen passage formation, we evaluated steady state antigen passages in WT BALB/c and Il4raF709 mice. We show that the frequency of antigen passages in both saline-treated Il4raF709 and WT BALB/c mice was comparable, ~0.5 antigen passages per villus (Figures 1A–D). The antigen passages in the saline-treated WT BALB/c mice were restricted to wheat germ agglutinin (WGA)⁺ cells indicating goblet cell-restricted antigen passages (GAPs). In contrast, we observed WGA⁺ and WGA⁻ antigen passages in the saline-treated Il4raF709 mice, indicating the presence of SAPs (Figures 1B and D). Consistent with previous reports, treatment of WT BALB/c mice with carbachol (CCh) enhanced the frequency of GAPs in the villus (Figures 1A and C, green arrow). CCh treatment of Il4raF709 mice induced a significant increase in the frequency of WGA⁺ and WGA⁻ antigen passages (Figures 1B, D, red arrows). The presence of SAPs was confirmed by the demonstration that WGA⁻ antigen passages in Il4raF709 mice were enteroendocrine cells (17) (data not shown). Collectively, these data indicate that genetic manipulation of IL4Rα is sufficient to alter SI antigen passage cellular patterning at a steady state.

To gain insight into the impact of hyperactivation of IL4-pathway on gastrointestinal immunity in Il4raF709 mice housed...
under Ts conditions, we examined the intestinal immune tissues of Ts housed WT BALB/c and Il4raF709 mice at a steady state. Flow cytometry analysis revealed that Th2, ILC2, Treg, γδ T cells, dendritic cells, and mast cell frequency in the SI were unaltered in Il4raF709 mice (Table 1). However, total CD4+ and CD8+ T cells were significantly increased in the SI of Il4raF709 mice compared to the WT BALB/c mice (Table 1). Consistent with previous reports, these results indicate that the intestinal immune compartment of Il4raF709 housed at Ts condition is not biased toward Th2 at a steady state (10).

### Activation of SAPs Is Associated With Increased Oral Food Sensitization Incidence in Il4raF709 Mice Under Standard Housing Conditions

Given Il4raF709 mice are susceptible to IgE-mediated food allergy (9), and we have previously demonstrated an association between SAP formation and IgE-mediated food allergic reactions, we examined the potential role of SAPs in oral food sensitization in Il4raF709 mice. Il4raF709 mice received repeated oral exposure of egg followed by either vehicle (saline) or CCh treatment to induce antigen passage formation (Figure 2A). 16 days following the first oral exposure, mice received systemic antigen challenge to assess for sensitization. Notably, systemic antigen challenge of CCh-treated Il4raF709 mice lead to a shock response (decrease in core body temperature) in 55% of the mice compared to 0% of the saline treated Il4raF709 mice (Figure 2B). The incidence of shock following systemic allergen challenge was significantly higher in the CCh-treated Il4raF709 mice (Figure 2B), suggesting that oral antigen exposure and SAP activation predisposed to sensitization in Il4raF709 mice. This was supported by the demonstration of a strong negative correlation between antigen-specific IgE and shock response (Figure 2C) and a positive correlation between antigen-specific IgE and hemoconcentration (evidence of hypovolemic shock) (Figure 2D). Importantly, we observed a positive correlation between serum MCPT-1 (mast cell activation) and antigen-specific IgE in Il4raF709 mice demonstrating IgE-mast cell activation. Collectively, these results demonstrate that activation of SAPs in Il4raF709 mice was associated with antigen sensitization and IgE-mast cell-mediated systemic reactions.

### Thermoneutral Housing Has Minimum Effects on the Gastrointestinal Immune Compartment in Il4raF709 Mice

We have previously reported that Tn housing decreases serum stress hormones in WT C57BL/6 mice (23). To confirm the Tn housing effect across the different mouse strains, we examined the systemic stress hormone level in the WT BALB/c mice housed under Ts and Tn conditions. Systemic corticosterone level was significantly decreased in the Ts housed WT BALB/c mice (Ts 897.2 ± 74.2 ng/ml and Tn 125.6 ± 29.6 ng/ml serum; mean ± SEM, n = 7 - 9 mice per group; p < 0.0001), indicating that Tn housing reduces systemic corticosterone levels in different strains of mice. Examination of the effect of Tn housing on systemic Type-2 cytokine levels, revealed 1.2-fold increase in IL-4 (n = 7 - 8 p < 0.05) and 2-fold increase in IL-13 (n = 7 - 8, p < 0.01) levels in WT C57BL/6 mice. Consistent with this, serum IL-4 levels were significantly increased in Tn- vs Tn-housed Il4raF709 mice (Figure 3A). Given the impact of Tn on corticosterone and IL-4 levels and their respective role in immune function (19, 32), we examined the impact of Tn housing on the intestinal immune cells within the LP SI of Il4raF709 mice. We revealed that LP SI CD4+ Th2 (CD3+ CD4+ IL-17RB+), ILC2 (Lin+ CD4+ CD8- c-kit+ IL17RB+), or the regulatory T (Tregs) (Lin+ CD3+ CD4+ GITR+ OX40+) cells were not significantly different between Ts- and Tn-housed Il4raF709 mice (Figures 3B and C). Furthermore, colonic LP and mesenteric lymph node immune cells were comparable between Ts and Tn housed Il4raF709 mice (data not shown and Supplementary Figure 1). Consistent with these observations, SI epithelial Il25 mRNA levels were similar between Ts and Tn housed Il4raF709 mice suggesting that housing temperature has very little impact on pro type 2 immune phenotype at a steady state (data not shown). Taken together, the data suggest that Tn housing did not alter the gastrointestinal immune compartment in Il4raF709 mice.

### Thermoneutral Housing Has Minimal Effects on the Intestinal Microbiome of Il4raF709 Mice

Given the previous described effect on Tn housing on the microbiome (23) and that intestinal dysbiosis has been associated with the experimental and clinical food sensitization (33–36), we analyzed the intestinal microbiome of Il4raF709 mice housed at Ts and Tn conditions. Analysis of 16 S rRNA gene content high-throughput sequencing of V4 amplicons from fecal samples revealed no significant separation between the microbiome of Ts and Tn housed Il4raF709 mice (Supplementary Figure 2, p = 0.075). To further dissect the potential impact of the housing conditions on the microbial

### TABLE 1 | List of the immune cells analyzed in the LP SI of wild type BALB/c and Il4raF709 mice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell Population (absolute cell #)</th>
<th>WT BALB/C Ts</th>
<th>Y709F Ts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CD4+ T cells (Lin+ CD3+ CD4+)</td>
<td>3.60 ± 0.27 x 10⁶</td>
<td>5.40 ± 0.71 x 10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD8+ T cells (Lin+ CD4+ CD8+)</td>
<td>1.17 ± 0.14 x 10⁵</td>
<td>2.24 ± 0.41 x 10⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD4+ Th2 T cells (Lin+ CD3+ CD4+ IL17RB+)</td>
<td>0.76 ± 0.11 x 10⁴</td>
<td>1.12 ± 0.20 x 10⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD4+ Treg cells (Lin+ CD3+ CD4+ GITR+ OX40+)</td>
<td>3.87 ± 0.30 x 10⁴</td>
<td>4.70 ± 0.53 x 10⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γδ T cells (Lin+ CD3- CD4- CD8- γδ TCR)</td>
<td>4.87 ± 0.82 x 10⁴</td>
<td>6.29 ± 1.1 x 10⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILC2 (Lin+ CD3- CD4+ ckit+ IL17RB+)</td>
<td>1.55 ± 0.17 x 10⁵</td>
<td>1.45 ± 0.11 x 10⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC (Lin+ CD4- IL17RB ckit+ ForkR)</td>
<td>3.68 ± 0.61 x 10⁵</td>
<td>4.25 ± 0.73 x 10⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B cells (CD3- CD64 B220+CD11c+)</td>
<td>7.0 ± 1.1 x 10⁴</td>
<td>3.25 ± 1.0 x 10⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasmaotid DCs (CD3- CD64+ B220+CD11c+)</td>
<td>1.02 ± 0.09 x 10⁴</td>
<td>0.95 ± 0.09 x 10⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC103+CD11b- DCs (CD3- CD64 B220+CD11c+MHCII+CD11b+CD103+)</td>
<td>1.9 ± 0.20 x 10⁴</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.25 x 10⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC103+CD11b+ DCs (CD3- CD64+ CD103+)</td>
<td>5.2 ± 0.90 x 10³</td>
<td>5.7 ± 0.73 x 10³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC103- DCs (CD3- CD64+ B220+CD11c+MHCII+CD103+)</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.09 x 10⁴</td>
<td>1.86 ± 0.30 x 10⁴</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* denotes statistical significance. Lin, lineage; MC, mast cells; DC, dendritic cells.
community of Il4ra<sup>F709</sup> mice, we performed additional analysis on the microbial sequence data. First, we identified the top 50 OTUs abundant in the Il4ra<sup>F709</sup> mice housed at Ts conditions, then compared their % relative abundance against Tn housed Il4ra<sup>F709</sup> mice. All but one OTUs among them, including OTU0004 (Prevotella) and OTU0008 (Bacteroides) were similarly represented between Ts and Tn housed Il4ra<sup>F709</sup> mice supporting the principal component analysis (Supplementary Figure 2B). Interestingly, % relative abundance of OTU0116 (Clostridium_XIVa) was significantly reduced in the Tn housed compared to Ts housed Il4ra<sup>F709</sup> mice (Supplementary Figure 2B, p = 0.046). These data indicate that Tn housing has a minimum impact on the composition of the intestinal microbiome in Il4ra<sup>F709</sup> mice.

**FIGURE 2** | Antigen passage activation predisposes Il4ra<sup>F709</sup> mice to food sensitization at the standard temperature. (A) Experimental scheme of the adjuvant free oral sensitization with Il4ra<sup>F709</sup> mice. (B) % incidence of clinical reactivity following the systemic allergen challenge on day 16. NA indicates 0 value. Fisher’s exact test was used for the statistical analysis of the odds ratio. (C-E) Correlation analysis for egg IgE and (C) body temperature change, (D) % hemoconcentration, and (E) MCPT-1 following the systemic allergen challenge on day 16. r indicates the Pearson correlation coefficient. OCh, carbachol; i.v., intravenous; o.g., oral gavage; Ts, standard housing temperature. n=6-8 per group. * denotes statistical significance.

Noah et al. Food Sensitization via SAPs
The Thermoneutral Housing Altered Antigen Passage Landscape in *Il4ra*^F709^ Mice

With the observed increase in systemic IL-4 levels in Tn-housed *Il4ra*^F709^ mice and knowledge that cellular patterning of antigen passages are sensitive to IL-4rα signaling (17), we examined the impact of housing temperature on antigen passage formation in *Il4ra*^F709^ mice. Similar to the Ts housing condition, saline treated *Il4ra*^F709^ mice exhibited SAPs (~0.2 per villi) in the villus of the SI epithelium (Figures 4A and C). CCh stimulation lead to a significant increase in SAP frequency in the villus of *Il4ra*^F709^ mice under Tn conditions (Figure 4C). Notably, we also observed a significant induction of crypt SAPs (~10 fold increase) in CCh-treated *Il4ra*^F709^ mice under Tn conditions (Figures 4B, C). The frequency of total SAP formation across the crypt-villus unit of the Tn housed *Il4ra*^F709^ mice (Figure 4C), ~2.0 SAPs/villus + crypt unit) was similar to that observed in the Ts-housed *Il4ra*^F709^ mice (Figure 1D, ~2.0 SAPs/villus). These studies suggest that Tn conditions do not alter antigen passage frequency or cellular patterning but altered the antigen passage landscape in *Il4ra*^F709^ mice.

### Thermoneutral Housing and SAP Activation Promotes Oral Food Reactivity to Egg Antigen in *Il4ra*^F709^ Mice

To test the impact of increased systemic IL-4 levels and altered SI antigen passage landscape on oral antigen sensitization, Tn-housed *Il4ra*^F709^ mice were orally exposed to egg following...
either saline- or CCh-treatment (Figure 2A). CCh-treated Il4raF709 mice housed under Tn conditions exhibited significantly higher levels of egg-specific IgE and IgG1 compared with saline-treated Il4raF709 mice housed under Tn-conditions (Figures 5A, B). Systemic antigen challenge of these mice induced a shock response as evidenced by a significant increase in hemoconcentration (Figure 5C). Importantly, the shock response was associated with a significant increase in serum MCPT-1 (Figure 5D), indicating activation of mucosal mast cells. Greater than 80% of CCh-treated Il4raF709 mice housed under Tn conditions exhibited shock (Figure 5E), suggesting that Tn housing increased the penetrance of oral antigen sensitization in Il4raF709 mice (Figures 2B and 5E). Longitudinal analyses (Figure 6A) of saline- and CCh-treated Il4raF709 mice housed under Tn conditions revealed reactivity in CCh- and not saline-treated Il4raF709 mice following oral antigen challenge. Moreover, CCh-treated Il4raF709 mice housed under Tn conditions 8-weeks following sensitization began to show evidence of increased SI mast cell frequency and mucosal mast cell activation following oral antigen challenge (Figures 6B, C). Collectively, oral antigen exposure and SAP activation in Il4raF709 mice housed under Tn conditions induce oral antigen sensitization and oral antigen reactivity.

**Thermoneutral Housing Alters Cellular Antigen Passage Patterning, and Activation Promotes Oral Food Reactivity to Egg Antigen in WT BALB/c Mice**

We next examined the impact of Tn conditions on antigen passage cellular patterning and oral food reactivity in WT BALB/c mice. Intriguingly, WT BALB/c mice housed under Tn conditions exhibited the presence of SI WGA+ and WGA- antigen passages under steady state conditions suggesting that Tn to Tn conditions altered antigen passage cellular patterning and induced SAP formation (Figures 7A, B). Furthermore, we observed the presence of both villus and crypt antigen passages suggesting that Tn conditions also altered the antigen passage landscape (Figures 7A, B). To determine whether the altered SI antigen passages observed in WT BALB/c mice housed under Tn conditions predisposed to oral antigen sensitization, WT BALB/c mice under Tn conditions were orally exposed to egg allergen following either saline- or CCh-treatment and subsequently received repeated oral antigen challenge (Figure 7C). Repeated oral egg antigen exposure of Tn-conditioned housed WT BALB/c mice that were orally exposed to egg with CCh treatment exhibited significantly higher egg-specific IgG1 and IgE compared to saline-treated mice (Figure 7D). Consistent with this, repeated oral antigen challenge lead to a significant increase in hemoconcentration of CCh-treated BALB/c mice compared to the saline-treated BALB/c mice (Figure 7E), which coincided with the significant increase in serum MCPT-1 (Figure 7F) following the systemic allergen challenge. These data indicate that Tn conditions induced a shift in the antigen passage cellular patterning and landscape and that activation of antigen passage is sufficient to induce oral food sensitization and reactivity in WT BALB/c mice.

**DISCUSSION**

Herein, we demonstrate that increased IL-4 signaling is sufficient to alter cellular patterning of antigen passage in the SI. We show that activation of antigen passages in the presence of egg antigen is sufficient to promote food sensitization and reactivity. Furthermore, we show that Tn housing alters antigen cellular patterning and landscape in the SI and that activation of SAPs...
promotes oral antigen sensitization in the WT BALB/c mice. These studies suggest that SAPs are a mechanism by which the intestinal epithelium promotes oral food sensitization.

Goblet cell antigen passage formation and translocation of luminal antigens across GAPs have been associated with oral tolerance to microbial and dietary antigens (13, 15). In the absence of GAPs, either by the deletion of goblet cells, genetic inhibition of GAP formation, or the intraluminal administration of a GAP inhibitor, oral tolerance toward dietary antigens was disrupted, and dietary antigen specific T cell responses were observed (13). Consistent with the previous studies, our current study suggests that a shift in cellular patterning of antigen passage from GAP to SAPs under the heightened IL-4Rα signaling conditions can promote oral sensitization. Given that Tn housing induced the alteration in cellular patterning of antigen passage in WT BALB/c mice from GAP to SAP, these results further support the notion that Tn housing promotes oral food sensitization by altering the tolerizing signals such as GAP formation. In line with this, the frequency of antigen passage formation seems to play a minimal role in oral sensitization enhanced by the Tn conditions. Similarly, the shift in landscape of antigen passage formation to the crypts seems to play a minimum role in oral food sensitization promoted by Tn housing since it was not enhanced in Tn housed BALB/c mice treated with CCh.

Type 2 cytokines IL-4 and IL-13 are known to regulate differentiation of particular intestinal epithelial cell populations, including goblet cells (37). Functionally, we previously showed that IL-13 reprogramed the cellular patterning of antigen passages formation through goblet, enteroendocrine, and Paneth cells (SAPs) in the SI (17). In the current study, antigen passage also formed through non-goblet cells of the intestinal epithelium under the heightened IL-4Rα signaling condition, demonstrating the functional impact of type 2 cytokines on the intestinal epithelium. Yet, precise mechanisms by which antigen passage formation is activated by type 2 cytokines in intestinal epithelial secretory cells
are still unclear. Given that intestinal epithelial of secretory cells contribute to immune responses in other pathogenic conditions such as inflammatory bowel disease (38) and infection (39), it is tempting to speculate that the type 2 cytokines may have similar effects in these disease processes. It will be important to uncover the mechanisms by which secretory antigen passages are induced by the heightened IL-4rα signaling since it will provide potential therapeutic targets to prevent induction of SAP formation.

Thermoneutral housing decreases the level of stress hormones and catecholamines which leads to a systemic increase in IL-4 levels. Stress hormones such as corticosterone are known to suppress the immune system, including ILC2 (32), decreasing type 2 cytokine production in response to cytokine activation. Also, experimental studies have recently identified intimate interactions between the sympathetic nervous system and ILC2. In these studies, it was indicated that β2 adrenergic receptor agonists suppress ILC2 mediated Th2 responses in the lung and intestine by suppressing cell proliferation and effector functions of ILC2 (40), including the production of type 2 cytokines. These studies, in aggregate, suggest that the stress hormones and catecholamines may be responsible for the systemic IL-4 increase observed in thermoneutral housing conditions. Moreover, since the catecholamines inhibit IL-4 synthesis in peripheral blood mononuclear cells in vitro (41), it would be important to identify the cellular source of IL-4 within peripheral blood mononuclear cells affected by catecholamines.

Mast cells, basophils, and CD4+ T cells, which are the key immune cells involved in allergic inflammation and the cellular source of IL-4, are also under neuronal regulation (42), suggesting they may also be the cellular sources of IL-4 induced by the Tn condition.

Although it has been reported that Tn housing alters the intestinal microbiome of WT C57BL/6 mice (23), it had a minimum effect on the intestinal microbiome of Il4raF709 mice, indicating that enhancement of food sensitization by Tn housing is independent of the intestinal microbiome. Although Clostridium XIVa was significantly reduced in the Tn housed Il4raF709 mice, the contribution of this microbial community change in the enhancement of food sensitization driven by the thermoneutral housing condition is unclear. Since saline treated Il4raF709 mice were not sensitized at the thermoneutral conditions indicating that this change in the microbial community was not sufficient to promote sensitization. Since Clostridium XIVa influences intestinal epithelial cell gene expression and function (35), it may contribute to enhanced food sensitization driven by Tn housing conditions through the intestinal epithelium. Thus, it would be interesting to assess the impact of Clostridium XIVa on antigen passage formation and patterning in the future studies.

The impact of ambient housing temperature on laboratory rodents has been known for a while (43), yet the recommended
housing temperature of mice has been set well below their thermoneutral temperature, likely to meet human comfort (44). As the impact of Tn housing been focused on modeling tumor immunotherapy, metabolic diseases, and infection in mice (18, 45), the current study illuminates the utility of Tn housing in modeling food allergy for the first time and offers an improved model of food allergy that does not rely on the adjuvants or genetic manipulation to drive sensitization, which more closely mimics the pathogenesis of human food allergy. As various environmental factors such as diet, microbiome, and vitamin D deficiency (46) have been proposed as risk factors for food allergy, the current experimental model provides a system to evaluate the impact of these risk factors and supports uncovering mechanisms by which these factors are driving food allergy in human.

Our current study emphasizes the relevance of the proper cellular and structural patterning of antigen passage in the

![FIGURE 7](image-url)
homeostatic immune regulation toward dietary antigens in the SI. As a deviation of antigen passage patterning was associated with food sensitization, it would be interesting to examine the effect of risk factors associated with food allergy on antigen passage patterning to identify a mechanistic link with the development of food allergy.
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